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Abstract— Texting that is SMS is important function of any
Mobile phone and we know that the mobile phone usage in the
World is spreading rapidly and has gone through great changes
due to new developments and innovations in mobile phone
technology.
This paper is based on creating a messenger for the
Differently-Abled set of Humans, who may not be in the position
of using mobile phones for messaging or any other kinds of
communicating devices, with the required comfort, we called it as
application .In other words, messaging can be completely voice
based. The proposed Application is a Messaging System, which is
Voice enabled. The application listens to your messages and then
responds with voice commands by talking. The application
converts your text into voice and voice into text. For Android it is
Voice- to- Text technology to listen to what you send and gets you
connected with people.

Keywords —Receiver side, Sender side ,Text to voice, visually
impaired people ,Voice to text .

I. INTRODUCTION
Cell phones are very important part of modern life. Many of us
need to make a call or send a message at anytime from
anywhere. For visually impaired users voice based contact list
are provided with many cell phones, they can select contact
through voice and make call when required. Also various
screen reader software’s are available that guide them while
using cell phones. But for that they have to remember keys
because these software’s provide guide for navigation only.
Now let’s limit our focus towards short message
system, it is text messaging service component of phone, using
standardized communications protocols that allow the
exchange of short text messages between mobile phone
devices. SMS text messaging is the most widely used data
application in the world, with 2.4 billion active users, or 74%
of all mobile phone subscribers
Speech Recognition and Conversion will be the
integral part of the Application. Android actually provides
support for those groups which are quite not noticed by many.
Coming to differently abled humans they face more troubles
than the usual being. It will be always a delight for them to
enjoy as normal being with all such factors. The Application is
targeted at the Differently-Abled set of Humans, who may
not be in the position of using mobile phones for messaging or
any other kinds of communicating devices, with the required
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comfort. Basic operation performed by the application is SMS
sending and SMS reading and it is built for these kinds of
people.
The application converts your voice message in to
text [1][2][3][6]format while sending message and text
message into the voice format[7][8] when it receives message,
with the required embedded intelligence in the given context.
Proposed application is a must carry through for all those who
are visually impaired.
II. REASONS FOR ANDROID
Mobile software development has evolved over the
time[5]. Android has emerged as a new mobile development
platform, building on past successes and avoiding past failures
of other platforms. Android was designed to empower the
developer to write innovative applications[4]. The platform is
open source, with no up-front fees, and developers enjoy many
benefits over other competing platforms.
Android is hailed as “the first complete, open, and free mobile
platform.”
Complete: The designers took a comprehensive approach
when they developed the Android platform. They began with a
secure operating system and built a robust software framework
on top that allows for rich application development
opportunities.
Open: The Android platform is provided through open source
licensing. Developers have unprecedented access to the
handset features when developing applications.
Free: Android applications are free to develop. There are no
licensing or royalty fees to develop on the platform. No
required membership fees. No required testing fees. No
required signing or certification fees. Android applications can
be distributed and commercialized in a variety of ways
III. NEED OF APPLICATION
The current software’s which are in the market for
differently abled people, are generally screen reader software’s
which force them to use the keys on keyboard. For sending the
message they need to type the message manually and
remember the keys. This practice makes it very difficult for
them to use those softwares.
Now days may smart messengers are available in
Android market which are based on voice to text transmission.
Sometimes we call it as instance messenger in that, if you
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want to send message, speak that message, message will be
converted into text and sent as SMS. In many cases these
messengers provide option for sending message, not for
received messages. These applications can be used by visually
impaired people but many a times they find it difficult to
interact. To use this they have to remember so many things
such as voice commands or keys.
Another important thing in this context is that, these
applications are not available in multiple language platforms.
Our project’s aim is to help the differently abled
people to interact with other’s through our application. The
visually impaired people, many times find it difficult to
interact with other people through current messaging system.
The application provides with better user interface and
interaction is completely through voice, where the user does
not need to use the physical touch or press any key for
interaction. As the application is built on top of the SMS layer,
so there is no need of installing application at both the ends.
Also, the application provides facility to read message in
multiple languages.
IV. DESIGN OF APPLICATION
The design modules of application are shown in figure 1. For
application, android device provides platform for execution.
Each android device has SMS facility which is dealing with
SMS related activities such as sending messages, receiving
messages, message notification and alert etc. The application
is build on top of SMS i.e. when a user installs the application
all messaging is done through application. If user wants, user
can open messages from inbox, but when message is received,
by default message will open in application. This application
uses SMS Manager class which is provided by android to
handle SMS related activities.

As shown in figure, the application is divided in to
various modules. The main modules are voice to text and text
to voice conversion at sender and receiver side respectively.
Also when message is received, application provides option to
change language to read message in multiple languages. The
application provides total voice interaction i.e. application
provides guide that consists of voice based instructions, i.e. in
that voice commends are explained to user for performing
various operations. User will interact with application
completely through voice commands, so it will provide better
user interface and interaction facility. All notifications and
alerts received from SMS are processed in voice by the
application. In case, if receiver is not present at time when
message is received, message received notification will be
repeated over a period of time, for that timer is used for
notification of unread messages
V. WORKING OF APPLICATION
Application will always be in running state at the background
once it is started
The application is built on top of SMS, so that once
application is installed on mobile, all SMS related activities
are by default performed by application.
With respect to user perspective, application working is
divided in two ways – One application is used for sending
messages and other when application is used to read received
messages.

Figure 2. Application at work

For sending message, voice command is provided to open
application to send message .Once application is open, it will
ask for contact of receiver, then it will ask for the message to
be sent, then it will speak that message to check, after
conforming the message it will send it to corresponding
receiver. Every time the application asks anything, through
voice and user also provides response with voice commands
that are told by guide.
Figure 3. Design of application
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At receiver side application provides option to read message in
multiple languages. When message is received application
gives notification and ask for reading, if user is present then
user reads that message. In case if user is not present,
application provides notification at regular interval until
message is read. For this reason timer is used for unread
message notifications. As in sender side, user will interact
with application through voice commands and application also
provides guide through voice. Because of voice interaction,
application provides convenient user interface for visually
impaired users

Figure 3. Application at Sender side

As part of sending message application is responsible for
voice to text transmission to convert message told by user into
text, text to voice to check message, and for interaction
through voice.

Figure 4. Application at receiver side

VI. CONCLUSION
This project demonstrates us the idea of messaging system
for visually impaired users. Speech synthesis has long been a
vital assistive technology tool and its application in this area is
significant and widespread. It allows environmental barriers to
be removed for people with a wide range of disabilities. In
recent years, Text to Speech for disability and handicapped
communication aids has become widely deployed in Mass
Transit. Text to Speech is also finding new applications
outside the disability market. For example, speech synthesis,
combined with speech recognition, allows for interaction with
mobile devices via natural language processing interfaces.
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